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EDITORIAL 
“We’re all in this together” 
Sound familiar? But I’m not referring to the parlous state 
of the country’s finances, I’m talking about HWA. After a 
recent meeting Lynda said to me that she thought there 
was a better “feel” to the Club now. I’d become so used 
to bleating on about the same people doing all the work 
that I hadn’t really noticed, but I think she’s right. In spite 
of a lower membership compared with the peak, there 
are more members participating now.  
 It’s good to see people realising that they have 
something to say that is of interest and standing up to 
talk to us about it, often discovering that they have a 
certain entertaining style of presentation in the process. 
 Club activities that had been abandoned for lack of 
support are also showing signs of recovering. Harry’s 
novice group is filling a need and maybe he’s found a 
more appropriate low-key way of handling it than in the 
spotlight as it used to be. We are even seeing a revival 
of a “novice corner” for Your Turn. 
 And how long had we agonised over the demise of 
competitions (there, I’ve said the c word!) before 
tentatively having a try in a new format in the shape of 
the HWA Challenge? The response which can be seen 
on the cover page and the event report has encouraged 
us to have a second round and hopefully make it a 
regular feature. No doubt the format will evolve. Let us 
have your views. 
One of the suggestions made about items for Your Turn 
was a hints and tips column. It’s one thing to make such 
suggestions but quite another to do something about it. I 
am pleased to say that Keith Barnes has done just that 
and his new column is presented in this issue. Send him 
your ideas please. 
And Geoff Spierling’s initiatives to expand the Club shop 
are reported on page 12. 
Based on all this, I am sure we can look forward to an 
active and entertaining new year. Bob Hope’s 
programme for 2011 can be found on page 7 with just a 
few items still to fill in as we go. Bob can be relied on to 
come up with the goods as usual. 

Dave Gibbard, Editor 
Cover Picture key 
Row 1: 1st choice, Dave Gibbard (B); 2nd, Bob Hope (B); 3rd Bob 
McFarland (C). Row 2: Geoff Spierling (A); Mike Haselden (D); John 
Holden (B); Dan Would (A); Adrian Smith (A). Row 3: Adrian Smith 
(D); Adrian Smith (B); Harry Woollhead (A); Harry Woollhead (C); Bill 
Willits (C). Row 4: Adrian Smith (C); Jack Mansfield (A); Roy Holder 
(C); Lynda Clark (C); Geoff Spierling (D). Row 5: Mike Haselden (C); 
Ron Broadway (A); Roy Holder (C); Jon Gibbs (A). Row 6: Ralph 
Stone (C); Jack Mansfield (B). 
 

Harry Carpenter at the Oxford-Cambridge 
boat race 1977 - 'Ah, isn't that nice. The 
wife of the Cambridge President is kissing 
the Cox of the Oxford crew.'    
More of these later… 
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REPORTS OF MEETINGS 
6 September Stuart King,  
History of the Windsor Chair 
Those who know Stuart from his woodturning may not 
be aware of his enthusiasm for the traditions of chair 
making in the Chilterns. We may think we know what 
a Windsor chair looks like but in fact the definition is 
any chair where the back and legs are separately 
fixed to the seat.  
 
Stuart had 
brought a large 
collection of 
lovely miniature 
examples of 
different types of 
Windsor chair. 
 

Some of Stuart’s miniature collection 
 
The tradition of chair making in the Chiltern hills goes 
back hundreds of years and as recently as 50 years 
ago some chairs were still being made by the old 
methods. Stands of beech trees (typically 40) on large 
estates were sold to bodgers who worked in the 
woods to produce spindles for chairs. The bodgers 
had a year to pay for their bid which was necessary 
because they were at the start of the chair making 
process and were not paid until the chairs were sold. 
The estate workers felled the trees, not trusting the 
bodgers.  
The bodgers generally lived in the woods during the 
processing; sawing, splitting and turning wood for 
chair makers. The work was entirely done with 
manual tools. Depressions in the ground can still be 
seen in the woods, evidence of old saw pits. 
The wood was roughly shaped by side axes and then 
draw knives before turning on pole lathes.  
 

Alexander & Owen 
Dean sawing logs for 
spindles in Hamden 
woods in 1950s 
 

 
 
 

Rough shaping with 
side axe after 

splitting logs (right) 
 

 
 
 

 
Refining spindle shape with 
draw knife prior to turning 
(left) 

   
Bodgers’ productivity 
was unbelievable, 
making huge 
quantities of spindles 
for chair backs and 
legs. They had to be 
quick to survive as 
the prices paid by the 
factories were not 
high. 
In fact it has been said that bodgers made more 
money from sales of scrap for firewood than they did 
from spindles. This emphasis on speed over precision 
is what perhaps unfairly gives rise to the use of the 
term “bodged job”.  
The spindles were bought by the factories where they 
were further dried before going to the skilled chair 
makers for assembly.  
 

Chair maker Jack Goodchild 
at work. 
 
A load of finished chairs going 
to market, below. No health 
and safety in those days! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The whole procedure relied on the breaking down of 
the work to components which were made by 
specialists who became very adept at doing repetitive 
tasks at great speed. 
Other manufacturing activities carried out in the woods 
were rake making and ladder making, again by 
specialist workers. 
 
Fascinating stuff! 
 
Stuart then gave a critique 
on the members’ gallery 
which he diplomatically 
managed without offending 
anyone this time! Has he 
been got at? Pictures of all 
the gallery items can be 
seen on the website.  
 

 
          Dave Gibbard 
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Chair legs being turned on 
pole lathe 

 



4 October. HWA Challenge 
 & Mike Haselden on light pulls 
 
This evening saw the first of (hopefully) a new series 
of “Challenges”. We have been trying to avoid the 
word “competition” since these were abandoned 
several years ago for lack of support and grumbles 
about critiques. However, although the gallery acts 
as a showcase for members’ work, many felt that a 
new event was needed to challenge the imagination 
and skill of our members. To avoid the contentious 
jury, the choice of the favourite items was made by 
all the members attending the meeting. 
Thanks to all of you who participated, especially those 
who entered but also those who put so much thought 
into voting. The quantity and standard of entries was 
excellent and the final result was very close. 
Pictures of all the entries are on the website as well as 
on the cover, so please have a look at the impressive 
work which showed humour and imaginative 
interpretations of the category phrases. 
  
Here are some statistics: 
There were 26 entries from 19 members, (5 members 
entering more than 1 item). 
Category A (Boxing Clever) attracted 6 entries 
Category B (The Big Apple) attracted 5 entries 
Category C (Bowled Over) attracted 11 entries and  
Category D (One Night Stand) 4 entries. 
  
66 members made first choice votes but only 56 
second and 56 third votes were recorded. 
3 points were awarded for each first choice, 2 for 
second and 1 for third. 
 
First place went to Dave Gibbard with 55 points, 
second to Bob Hope with 52 and third to Bob 
McFarland with 24. Jon Gibbs also scored 24, the third 
prize going to Bob by virtue of the higher number of 
first choices. 
  
The next challenge is planned for the February 2011 
meeting. 
 
We've had some suggestions about possible changes 
for next time, most commonly a plea for more space 
for the entries to be displayed. We've also had some 
suggestions for names of categories for next time. If 
you have any more suggestions or ideas for future 
rounds please let me know. 
  
Special thanks to Ian Woodford who helped organise 
the event, Bill Edmunds for doing the booking in and 
vote counting and to Lynda Clark for calligraphy skills 
in writing names on the certificates.  
 

Dave Gibbard’s “Big 
Apple” was first choice  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bob Hope’s  “Big 
Apple”, above, was a 
close second choice.  
 
 

Bob McFarland came third (above, right) 
with his “Bowled over” 

 
Whilst the counting was going on, Mike Haselden 
showed us his method of making light pulls without 
resorting to expensive proprietary jigs. Mike starts in 
the usual way by cutting square section blanks with a 
3mm hole right through, counter bored to 8mm 
diameter for about 12 mm depth at the bottom. Mike 
has adapted an 8 mm drill as a jig, grinding points to 
drive the blank and relieving the diameter to about 1 
mm depth for a 9 mm length 8 mm from the drive 
end. Mike filled this relieved section with epoxy resin 
as shown in the photograph. The jig is used as a 
drive in the 8 mm hole of the blank with the tailstock 
supporting the 3 mm end. After shaping the light pull, 
the bottom end can be cut with a skew, the point can 
be taken right to the edge of the hole without blunting 
it because of the resin. Thanks, Mike, neat idea and 
no expense to speak of. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
  
 Mike Haselden’s light pull drive. 
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1 November – Les Thorne 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About 80% of our members turned up for the annual 
Les Thorne show. Les puts on a great show and 
manages to do some turning at the same time. He 
has obviously long since overcome the nerves that 
affect most of us when we try to perform in public with 
the result that there is a constant stream of valuable 
comment on what he is doing and why. So much so 
that I couldn’t possibly remember enough to do it 
justice so I am just going to repeat his advice: “buy 
the DVD.” Anyway, most of you were there so I’ll just 
give you a taste. 
 
The choice of subject was 
a box in ash with a wonky 
top, texturing and 
colouring.  
Les acknowledged that 
many turners prefer not to 
embellish wood. 
However, the buying 
public seem to like it and 
it makes life more varied 
for the turner.  
 
Of course, some wood is lovely enough without 
decoration, but even then, an area of natural wood 
framed by some sensitive colouring or texturing can 
focus attention on its natural beauty. Right Les?  
The basic method for turning the box was fairly 
conventional, making a cylinder with a spigot on each 
end to be parted into 2 pieces. We were encouraged 
to think about selecting which end should be the top 
based on features and defects in the wood. When it 
comes to hollowing, Les does not favour making an 
initial depth hole. The compression of the end grain at 
the bottom of the hole is such that it needs to be cut 
further when finishing. There are pros and cons for 
pushing or pulling but the important thing is to remove 
material aggressively at first with a gouge with cuts 
becoming progressively finer, finishing with (sheer) 
scraping. 
The fit of the lid needs to be tight at first since it will 
be jammed on to finish the top. The fit can be eased 
afterwards. Approach the fitting a small step at a time. 
You can always make another cut but putting 
shavings back if you’ve gone too far is tricky! 
 

 The “wonky” top is carved. 
Not for Les the exquisite 
satisfaction of rasping 
away for hours by hand 
with microplanes, he uses 
a mini Arbortech to cut 
away most of the material, 
sanding with a Proxxon 
grinder. After that comes 
the texturing.  

One cynical reason for texturing is that it virtually 
eliminates the need for sanding. Les again used the 
mini Arbortech to cut grooves allowing the tool to 
wander a little to create a natural looking effect like a 
walnut shell.  
A little light sanding 
removes the stray fibres 
but this is not to be 
overdone since the detail 
will be lost. 
 Les then chose to spray 
black with acrylic before 
drying, sanding back and 
applying red spirit stain. 
Final finish was a clear 
lacquer.  
 
The base was reversed 
onto a jam chuck to 
finish underneath.  
 
Les likes to add a couple of grooves on the bottom. He 
explained the reason is to create 3 areas to engrave; 1 
for signature, 1 for the wood type and 1 for the price. It 
doesn’t work for Stuart Mortimer because he needs 
too much space for the price! 
 
During the demo, Les took a break whilst waiting for 
paint to dry to do a critique on the gallery, balancing 
encouraging remarks with comments about how he 
thought the items could be improved. 
 

Les doing the 
gallery crit. 

Seen here with 
the brave 

Lynda’s wall 
hanging in the 

style of Nick 
Agar. 

 
 
 
I hope I haven’t been too kind, he’ll want more money 
next year. 

Dave Gibbard 
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 I caught one this size 
last week… 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4 September  
Community Woodfair 
Zionshill Copse 

Bob & Keith attract attention

Chain saw sculptures, 
& carving were among 
the other attractions 

Pole lathe turners  
were out in force  

The weather gods smiled for the Community Woodfair again this year, 
much to the relief of the 4 intrepid HWA turners (Bob Hope, John Holden, 
Keith Barnes and I, Dave Gibbard) who went down to the woods to play. 
We had a large patch of ground under the trees to set up our 2 lathes 
along with a host of other exhibitors mostly doing things with wood. The 
visitors were of all ages but it was good to see so many children taking an 
interest and asking sensible questions. The favourite items were 
mushrooms, which being sold faster than they could be made, along with 
some acorns and goblets. I’m glad that Bob put a second lathe on the 
pick-up.  
We managed to slip away in turns to see the other exhibitors, and I wasn’t 
alone in being unable to walk past the hog roast without sampling the 
wares.  
I just hope this great event survives the Council cuts. With no fees for 
exhibitors or visitors it cannot make a profit for Test Valley Council.  
We have had a letter of thanks from the organisers and are on the list for 
next year. I certainly hope to be there. 

Dave Gibbard
                  -6- 

John insists there’s not 
mushroom for error 

Our man is in there 
somewhere 



13 November – Stuart Mortimer Workshop 
18 of us came along to see a virtuoso performance 
from a man at the top of his profession in the cosy 
atmosphere of his workshop. Surrounded by so much 
kit that I doubt even Stuart knows what he’s got, he 
started by stressing the importance of the right tool! 
Actually he wasn’t referring to the basic turning tools of 
which he used only a few chisels and gouges (even for 
hollowing). No, he meant tools for carving, cutting 
spirals and piercing work. Always looking for added 
interest (and saleability) he generally adds such 
features to his turned work though he admitted that it 
is possible to over-decorate leaving the result looking 
unlike wood at all. (I won’t take up space with pictures 
of his work, you can see plenty in magazines or on his 
website if you are not already familiar with it.)   
He started with a few basics by turning a spindle from 
a square using a skew, cutting in both directions. First 
“backwards” to raise chips which then come off easily 
with the following forward planning cut. 
Then he showed the basic 3 
types of cut: V, convex and 
concave. He grinds his skew 
with the shoulder rounded off 
and with no hollow. 
Otherwise there is the risk of 
the shoulder coming into 
play and raising the cutting 
edge from the surface. 
The traditional methods of marking out twists are well 
documented. He marked up a cylinder with a 2 start 
twist and briefly showed the traditional method of 
cutting with a saw. Deeply satisfying though this may 
be, life is too short for most of us and this is where all 
those power tools come in.  
Stuart uses a 4” 
professional Arbortech 
cutter in an angle grinder in 
1 hand, revolving the lathe 
with the other. It is 
important to grip the lathe 
well away from the cutter 
(see picture).  
Shaping is done with hand or power rasps, the latter 
via a flexible drive from a motor suspended above the 
lathe. Suspending via a slide wire allows the cutter to 
be manoeuvred without over-flexing the drive.  
He then went on to do a finial twist and a pigtail twist 
by similar methods. Sanding is done with strips, 
worked to and fro by hand. 
Then on to hollow forms. Stuart has standardised his 
gouge grinding to achieve a wide range of operations 
without changing tools.  
 

The tip is steep 
and the heel is 
rounded off. The 
sides are ground 
back for use on 
long cuts. 

 He used the gouges to 
turn an egg shape from a 
wet log and then hollow it. 
He chooses wood without 
defects, which might 
distort and split the wood 
when drying, and with the 
core central. When the 
wall thickness is getting 
low, he inserts a lamp 
mounted in the tailstock 
to judge the thickness. 
 
 

He then dries the wood rapidly by friction with 
sandpaper attached to a stick. Cellulose sealer helps 
drive out the moisture and produces a paste when 
sanded rather than dust as well as sealing the wood. 
Final cuts are made from inside and out to achieve the 
desired shape and thickness. Stuart puts a separate 
base on his hollow work and so he reduces the spigot to 
a small diameter before parting off. He normally drills a 
few holes in the spigot and fills with superglue before 
leaving to dry. The hollowed egg can subsequently be 
re-mounted for finishing with the neck supported in an 
adjustable ring to allow tools to be inserted for finishing. 
These items would usually be pierced (e.g. with a 
Dremel) and coloured. 
He then did a spiral hollow form. 
The method is similar to the 
parallel twists but marking out is 
defined more by the desired 
result than by prescribed 
patterns. When the spiral had 
been cut, 1 in 3 of the cuts were 
deepened.  
Hollowing was done from the neck end, the shavings 
escaping through the deep cuts in the spiral. He used a 
Stewart System cutter on an arm brace. Finishing was 
with a palm plane and rasps with sanding as before 
with he neck of the vessel supported by the tailstock. 
 
Finally Stuart showed us some pewter work with a 
practical example of casting a ring with a twist. The 
pattern was the neck of a vase which was pressed into 
a clay block to form a mould.  
Pewter was melted in a 
saucepan and poured into the 
mould, left to cool before the 
clay was broken away and the 
cast ring cleaned up with a 
brush. A simple enough 
method of adding some 
interesting features to turned 
wood. 
 Stuart invited individuals to come along at a later day to 
ask about things they hadn’t quite grasped or to try tools 
before purchasing. 

Dave Gibbard 

skew grind 

Cutting a twist.  

Gauging thickness by light 
transmission. 

 

Cast pewter ring 



COMING EVENTS  
6 December. Christmas Social. 
Once again we are holding a quiz night. Members are 
invited to bring along their spouses or partners to see 
what fun we have and to sample the healthy (?)  
snacks provided. 
There will be a gallery this year, with a seasonal 
theme.  
17 January. Terry Smart, Chestnut Products. 
Note this is the 3rd Monday in January! 
We welcome Terry, returning to amuse and inform us. 
No doubt there will be an opportunity to buy some 
Chestnut products. 

 7 February. HWA Challenge Round 2 
See item below.  
 
8 January. Hands-on Day  
Following the success of previous such events, this 
time it will be longer, 10 to 4 on Saturday 8 January, 
again at Alresford Village Hall. There will be 3 or 4 
lathes, and features on sharpening and wet turning. 
There will be a small charge of £5 towards the cost of 
the longer event this time. Tea & coffee available but 
bring your own lunch. Book your place via Harry 
Woollhead or Bob Hope. 

 
HWA CHALLENGE ROUND 2 

 
We received 19 suggestions for themes for round 2 
and the fairest way seemed to be to draw the ideas 
from a hat, well, an envelope actually. The draw was 
made at the November meeting and the themes are: 
 

• Thread - bare 
• The Valentine’s Day Massacre 
• On a Wing and a Prayer 
• Can’t see the Wood for the Trees 

 
Looking at those I would say that “Challenge” is the 
appropriate name!  

 The rules will be the same as before but there will be 
more display space on the night for the entries. 
Those who made the first, second and third items 
chosen by the members will be invited to say 
something about their entries in perhaps a little more 
detail than last time. For example, the thoughts behind 
the idea, the difficulties in making it and how they were 
overcome. 
I suggest that if your entry has hidden features 
requiring action like lifting a lid, you should include a 
label to be displayed with it saying so. 
 
Just some advance notice for the following round, the 
themes could be based on song titles. You might like 
to give that some thought and let us have your ideas. 

 
PROGRAMME AND MEETING DATES 2011 

 
Date Event Featuring  

17th January Chestnut Products Terry Smart 

7th February Club challenge Club members 

7th March Sorby Tools Chris Pouncy 

4th April AGM  Club Members 

16th May Demonstration Gary Rance 

6th June Club Evening Club Members 

4th July Showtime 2011 Les Thorne 

1nd August Club Evening Club Members 

5th September Demonstration Chris Eagles 

3th October Club Evening Club Members 
7th November Demonstration Mark Sanger 

5th December Social  
Thanks to Bob Hope for his hard work in producing another great programme. 
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SPLIT TURNING - Brian Hannam 
The split turning 
work that comes to 
me from the antique 
trade is often very 
small, 
 like this 7.5mm beading (picture above). 
I had to make 50” of it. (Sorry about mixed units, I 
can’t visualise 1270mm!)  
This beading goes round the edge of drawers or 
cabinet doors etc. As it is for up-market furniture from 
the classic walnut or mahogany periods there is very 
little call for oak! That is about the only good news: 
classy wood and classy furniture so cost is not an 
issue! 
 
The mahogany I used came from the top of an 
unwanted table that turned up one day. It was a small 
drop-leaf kitchen table with stained beech legs. I 
thought the dull top was formica-clad chipboard. Then 
I noticed that the leaves had a rule joint. You don’t 
see that on chipboard! It became clear that the top 
had been recycled from an earlier table and it was 
nice old mahogany. I’ve been using it for about 5 
years now, and it will do me until I retire.  
Moral: NEVER REFUSE A FREE GIFT!  
For split turnings I cut off a piece about 50mm wide, 
and saw it down the middle with a bandsaw. Then I 
plane the sawn surfaces flat, and glue it up as a 
sandwich with paper in the middle. Traditionally 
brown paper was used but any paper seems to work. 
 I don’t try to glue onto 
the outside surfaces as 
these will be 
contaminated with 
polish etc.  
When the glue has set 
I saw the sandwich 
lengthwise and get 3 
‘turners squares’ 
about 15 x 15mm.  
The wood is mounted on the lathe using a ring centre 
in the tailstock, as the pressure from a conical tail 
centre tends to split the joint. As the work is small, be 
very gentle when roughing. Un-typically I must have 
been too rough so that we have here a split split 
turning! (My definition of a rough turner is the man 
who phoned me for tuition, saying that he had just 
broken his toolrest!) In my defence, I can point out 
that the grain of the wood is not straight where it has 
split which must have been a factor in the failure.  
I included the 
photo as we all 
like to see other 
peoples’ failures!  
 
Moral: ALWAYS PREPARE SOME SPARE 
MATERIAL JUST IN CASE!                                 -9- 

 To reduce end pressure I mount the wood in my 
‘Handy Collet Chuck’ after the roughing down. This 
chuck is obsolete but it still works fine and as it is only 
about 2” diameter and there are no projecting jaws it 
does not get in the way when working on small stock. 
Work can then proceed carefully and gently from the 
tailstock end first, working back towards the 
headstock. For marking out I used 2 pairs of dividers 
to scratch lines on the revolving 7.5mm diameter 
cylinder after the roughing out, laying both legs of the 
dividers flat on the rest. The first length marking 
includes a long and short feature, the second scratch 
marks out the small bead inside the first marking- this 
technique helps avoid cumulative errors. It’s just a bit 
of simple spindle turning now, using a 3/8” spindle 
gouge ground with a long bevel, but it is quite a test of 
control and patience. Keep a thumb on top of the 
gouge to steady it on the rest, and steady the work 
with the remaining fingers. The lathe speed can be 
reduced to help avoid burns. The pre-electric turner 
wouldn’t have had the rpm that we have nowadays. All 
this makes for considerable ancestor respect. I always 
remind myself that someone could do this 200 or 300 
years ago without electric light or modern tools and 
machinery. 
Finally the work is sanded with 240 grit.  
 
 
 

A finished length of beading ready for splitting 
 
For the client, the job begins now. He puts a finish on 
so that the wood looks like the old sample, first using 
the scrap stub to check the colour. Then he saws the 
ends off, splits the joint, and fits the work as needed 
onto the furniture. I get paid the right price for a quality 
job that has honed my skills. What more could a turner 
ask for? 

Brian Hannam 
 
….As an afterthought I have 2 photos (below) of 
another split turning job from the antique trade, this is 
11mm. diameter, with 5mm. pitch beading. This is 
much less whippy than the job described earlier and I 
only had to make about 18”of it. The curiosity here is 
the rear glued surface of the original sample. You can 
see in the photo of the rear of the wood that it was 
marked out with the bead pitches lightly sawn into the 
surface before the work was glued up. Has anyone 
any experience of this technique? Was there a jig to 
space the cuts? Why do it this way? Answers, please! 

 

 
15x15 mm sandwich  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                      

Hi, Members. 
I have been a member with the HWA for only 18 
months but in that very short time many people have 
gone out of their way to give me help and 
encouragement I have also been given the 
opportunity to visit some members workshops to be 
shown how they have adapted, designed even 
invented gadgets to help the final process of 
producing 1st class work, from grinding jigs to making 
spheres and even how they store their sanding disks. 
 
 I believe we all make and adapt to solve problems or 
to save a few pounds to spend on other things. I am 
hoping in the months ahead with your help to log 
these Hints Tips & Things down and publish them in 
this quarterly magazine. 
 
 The items may only be very simple ideas, it’s all part 
of the learning curve and can give immense 
satisfaction when you have made up a gadget to help 
in the final process. OK we don’t want to re invent the 
wheel but if you don’t know the wheel has been 
invented finding out can be very helpful. 
 
 We have had members from our club such as Adrian 
Smith & Mike Haselden demonstrate at club nights 
on how they have adapted tools & methods. Adrian 
with his spheres & offset turning, Mike with his inlaid 
work and his ground drill bit for cord switch pulls. 
 
We all assume that a lot of things we do are obvious 
and not worth mentioning but we are quite wrong in 
thinking this, experienced turners (of which we have 
a large number in our club) probably have invented 
many ways of doing things over the years. These 
need to be passed on for others to use and an 
experience turner may find different ways of doing 
things. It’s all useful knowledge no matter how small 
you may think your tip is. 
 
During the months ahead I will also be looking at past 
issues of “Your Turn” and list items that I feel would 
benefit new members.  
Please share your tips with us by sending them to me 
at the email address below a photograph or a sketch 
would be helpful too. Tips can include simple things 
like places to buy that tool you been looking for, that 
special glue, safety items, nuts and bolts or a recipe 
for making polish, the list is endless. 
Exchanging ideas through this magazine will only be 
possible with your input so please let me have your 
HINTS TIPS & THINGS so they can be shared with 
all our other members. 
 
Many Thanks & Happy Turning 
Keith Barnes 
keith.hwa@mypostoffice.co.uk 
 

 

         Making Beeswax Polish. 
Using a metal container, shave 2oz of beeswax 
into 75 ml of turpentine or white spirit leave to 
soak for 12hours. Place the metal container in a 
water bath and bring the water to boil, turn 
down to simmer until all the wax has dissolved. 
Turn off the heat source. Remove the container 
from the water bath and stir occasionally as it 
cools. 
Before it cools down completely pour into 
suitable metal containers with lids.  
CAUTION.  
Heated polish is a volatile mixture; always use a 
water bath preferable outside in the open. 

       David Bird.
To keep the polish food safe substitute the 
turpentine/ white sprit for Mazola corn oil or 
other makes.  
If you are not a bee keeper, Beeswax blocks can 
be purchase from ebay under Endlessgreen. 
Price is around £2.50p for 2 x 1 oz blocks. 
  

                 
                    For the Novice 
When temporarily removing a piece from the 
chuck e.g. for examination, replacing it in the 
chuck is open to potential problems of 
concentricity. To make sure of an accurate 
return, make a pencil mark on the work opposite 
a known permanent mark on the chuck.  
Better still remove the whole chuck along with 
the work 

          Ian Woodford (2002)

Electrical remote control unit. 
Those who went to Stuart Mortimer’s workshop 
saw the remote control he used to switch the TV 
monitor and lights off & on. This was achieved by 
using an infrared remote hand set like those 
used for your TV. 
 
Up to 4 outlets can be controlled by 1 hand set. 
Each appliance is plugged in to the mains via an 
outlet unit, provided it can take the power. 
You can use this system for things like lights, and 
single phase motors in dust extractors etc. 
For your safety do not use this device as a start 
button on a lathe, saws, drills or grinders etc.and 
never use it as an isolating switch; always 
manually switch off before making any 
adjustments. 
These remote controls can be purchased from  
 www.maplins.co.uk for £5 - £30 depending on 
the number of outlets. 
 
If you need more information on the use or the 
connecting up of the unit please let me know.  

Keith
  



TRADING POST 
 

While enjoying a fascinating couple of days at Strictly 
Woodturning recently, I got talking to a German 
delegate, Andreas Dach.  He has some surplus 
equipment from his UNION JUBILEE lathe, some 
of which he wants no payment for (but there would 
be a P&P Charge). The threads are probably 1” x 10 
tpi for the Jubilee but you’d need to confirm that.   
 1 off faceplate – 12” (free of charge) 
 2 off faceplate – 6” (free of charge) 
 1 off Multistar Duplex chuck – offers around £60. 
  
If anyone is interested please E-mail him at: 
pickhanhaken@gmx.de.  I will leave it to you to 
negotiate details.  Fortunately, his English is good. 
  
Graham Barnard 01962 851979 or 07888 717042 
 
I have some pictures of Andreas’s stuff which 
Graham sent me if anyone is interested in looking at 
them prior to contacting him - Editor 
 

Give yourself a treat for Christmas? Buy a real 
bandsaw, get rid of small toys! 
For sale is my Electra- Beckum BAS450,  gives you a 
12” depth of cut and an  18” wide throat. The blade 
fitted is a star as it is HSS tipped so that meeting the 
odd nail is no problem!  Comes with a spare 
conventional blade. This machine uses single phase 
power.  
Only £350 for a great worker! 
 
Brian Hannam…………01256 811911 or 07902242464 
 
 
 If any other members have items for sale (or wanted) 
remember you may use the Trading Post in Your Turn 
for free. Send details to me, Dave Gibbard, contact 
details are on page 2. 

 
MEMBERSHIP 

 
Please welcome another new member:  
Philip Bristow. Bishopstoke, Eastleigh 
Tel. 023 80696468.   

Membership currently stands at 86 of whom 87% are “on-line”. 
Apart from having access to our website, they receive their copy 
of Your Turn electronically enabling them to see it in colour and 
read it at whatever magnification they feel comfortable with. This 
represents a reduction of waste, a valuable saving in cost for the 
Club and labour for me in not having to stuff as many envelopes 
and post them.  
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Hello, All Novice Turners. 
                                     This is the first of a new section 
just for you. We will report on the progress being made 
by yourselves and give help & advice, and will try to 
answer the many questions you have asked. We also hope 
to show photographs of items you have produced and give 
out practical advice. 

Harry Woollhead.

Remember the Hands-on Day  
 
This time we are having a longer event, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
on Saturday 8 January, again at Alresford Village Hall.  
 
Details in “Coming Events” on page 8 

Here are some tips for novices: 
 
Before you start your lathe, spin the wood 
by hand to check that it won’t hit anything 
on the way round. Check that all 
bolts/clamps are tight too. Remember your 
safety glasses just in case the unexpected 
happens!  
 
If you are sanding the wood wear a good 
quality dust mask especially with exotic 
hardwoods.  
Better still use a dust extractor. 
 
Keep tightening the chuck when you are 
turning, especially if the wood is wet.  
It will shrink as it dries and you could find it 
leaving the lathe. This is not only very 
dangerous but irritating when it happens. 
 
 
 
         Simple! 

 



SHOP NEWS 
 

 Hi all, just a short note about the HWA Shop. We still  
stock the old favourites. Such as:- 

• " J " CLOTH ABRASIVES  
• 2" SANDING DISCS  
• CYANOACRYLATE (super glue)  
 

The club shop is not doing as well this year, so we 
decided to offer a brand new approach. 
With the Kind Permission of JOHN DAVIS 
WOODTURNING of Stockbridge, who is your most 
local retail outlet, we will now stock many of the items 
from his shop which will include :- 

• VELCRO BACKED ABRASIVE  
• SHEET ABRASIVES  
• FINISHING PRODUCTS (Chestnut, Mylands 

and Record)  
• ACCESSORIES, Pens, Clocks, Bottle 

Stoppers, Bud vase inserts and many more 
exciting items.  

• ACRYLIC AND TIMBER PEN/BOBBIN 
BLANKS  

• ACRYLIC ROD as advertised on John’s web 
site.  

The best is yet to come, if you need anything that we 
do not have in stock in the club, I will collect from 
John Davis's shop. You just need to write down what 
you want I will then go and get it as I go to John at 
least once a week. All you have to do then is to 
decide if you want to collect from my home or wait 
until the next club meeting and collect and pay for it 
then. This should save everyone the cost paying for 
delivery on the Internet. We can order anything that 
can be bought at John Davis's shop from a fountain 
pen kit, a new band saw or even a brand new lathe. 
 
Please don't forget that if you run out then give me a 
call, I get it as soon as I can, I will give you a ring and 
you can come and get it. 
My telephone number is 023 8027 4462 (If I am not 
available there is the dreaded answer machine.) 
Or E-mail 2geoff2@talktalk.net 
 

Geoff Spierling 

SIGNING OFF 
 

 Whilst putting another issue to bed, I hear that we 
have volunteers to bring back a novice column. Great 
news. Keith Barnes is to help Harry Woollhead put 
together a (hopefully) regular column. As someone 
who learned a great deal through the novice section of 
the Club when I started turning many years ago and 
later spent a while running it, this is something I really 
welcome. I am sure the novices will get a lot out of it 
and it will provide a forum for airing problems (and 
solutions) and sharing ideas. No doubt Harry and Keith 
would like to hear your thoughts as they evolve a 
format for the column. 
 
 

I am reminded of the old problem of fitting in some 
special novice time during club nights without missing 
the main proceedings or having a distracting meeting 
within a meeting. The hands-on days are intended to 
address this of course but also there will be renewed 
efforts to talk to the novices before the main 
programme on Club evenings. So if you’d like to take 
part, can you try to be there by 7 o’clock? 
 
Well, I think that’s a wrap as they say in the trade. I 
hope you all have a good Christmas and that it’s 
Your Turn for a happy new year.  I leave you with a 
few more “stocking fillers” 

Dave Gibbard 
 

  
Here are some more “double entendres” actually said on air, courtesy of Ian Woodford  
 
A female news reader who, the day after it was supposed to have snowed and didn't, 
turned to the weatherman and asked, 'So Bob, where's that eight inches you promised 
me last night?'   

 
Michael Buerk on watching Philippa Forrester cuddle up to a male astronomer for warmth during BBC1's UK 
eclipse coverage remarked: 'They seem cold out there. They're rubbing each other and he's only come in his 
shorts.'   
  
Ken Brown commentating on golfer Nick Faldo and his caddie Fanny Sunneson lining-up shots at the Scottish 
Open: 'Some times Nick likes to use Fanny; other times he prefers to do it by himself’.  
 
Steve Ryder covering the US Masters: 'Ballesteros felt much better today after a 69 yesterday.' 
  
Mike Hallett discussing missed snooker shots on 'Sky Sports': 'Stephen Hendry jumps on Steve Davis's 
misses every chance he gets.'   

 


